Academy shapes the future of engineering with Sana Labs’ AI technology
The Swedish AI company Sana Labs initiates its collaboration with Academy, the leading player in Sweden in
intensive education in the IT and Engineering sectors. This collaboration allows Academy to streamline its
education offering, achieving an even higher level of competence across the board.
STOCKHOLM 23 June 2018 - According to IT & Telecom companies, there will be a 70,000 worker talent deficit
within the IT sector by 2022. In 2015, Academy, a sister company for Academic Work, launched its intensive
education programs which re-teach participants to programmers, in just 12 weeks. These courses are based on
the Accelerated Learning method, a means of maintaining student engagement even during intensive, rapid periods
of learning.
Sana Labs’ AI technology enables Academy to personalize their courses, achieving an even higher level of
competence for all its students. This allows Academy to sustain its rapid growth as it hopes to remedy the
increasing talent deficit, both in Sweden and across its markets.
"Our education is at high pace during the three months they are going on, which requires a lot from both the
participants and the teachers. Our collaboration with Sana Labs represents a great opportunity where we can utilize
the company's leading AI technology to enhance the study experience. With the help of Sana Labs’ AI platform, our
teachers can now use massive amounts of data generated by the students to tailor education to each individual's
background, ability and development”, said Micael Holmström, CEO of the Academy Group.
Sana Labs’ Insight tools give Academy’s teachers valuable insights on how each participant learns and best
acquires knowledge as well as Where they need help. Through Sana Labs’ technology, teachers gain access to
tangible indications of future individual difficulties, allowing them to identify improvement potential and obtain
computer-driven recommendations to offer an increasingly individualised, efficient course.
"Together with Academy, Sana Labs is another step closer to realising our goal of providing personalized education
for students and educators worldwide," s
 aid Joel Hellermark, CEO of Sana Labs.
--FINAL-About Academy
Academy, a sister company of Academic Work, offers intensive education based on the Accelerated Learning method. The purpose is to prepare and educate people with
the right abilities and ambition for new challenges and careers. Academy combines a recruitment process that emphasizes the candidates' personal qualities with
tailor-made training packages developed with some of the best teachers in their respective fields. The Academy was founded in 2015 and is active in Sweden, Finland and
Germany, with headquarters in Stockholm. www.academy.se
About Sana Labs
Sana Labs is a global company with HQ in Sweden, that develops artificial Intelligence for education. By applying recent breakthroughs in Machine Learning, Sana
individualizes digital educational courses based on every student’s unique learning patterns. Education companies around the globe subscribe to Sana Labs’ fullstack
ML-platform through APIs to recommend the optimal next step for each student when learning a course, - increasing engagement and learning outcomes in every given
situation. Our interdisciplinary team consists of leading engineers and scientists with backgrounds ranging from Imperial College, Google, Spotify to CERN. Sana Labs
handles millions of content recommendations daily for forward-thinking education companies around the world. Visit w
 ww.sanalabs.com
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